Participants

Matej Ďurčo (AT), Vincent Vandeghinste (BE), Pavel Stranak (CZ), Dirk Goldhahn (DE), Lene Offersgaard (DK), Krista Liin (EE), Christophe Parisse (FR), Xaris Papageorgiou (GR), Vanja Štefanec (HR), Riccardo Del Gratta (IT), Daan Broeder (NL), Tomasz Naskręt (PL), Luis Gomes (PT), Leif-Jöran Olsson (SE), Dieter Van Uytvanck (CLARIN ERIC, Chair), Linda Stokman (CLARIN ERIC, minutes)

Excused: Martin Matthiesen (FI)

0 Action points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>By whom</th>
<th>By when</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Follow up with EUDAT on the price and policy of B2Safe services.</td>
<td>Dieter (CE)</td>
<td>Asap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note 26-11: Outstanding service requests are on the EUDAT agenda but there is no indication of when something is available for CLARIN yet.*

| 2 | Contact all centres that have been participating in B2Safe uptake plan and see how they see the total picture. | Dieter and Willem (CE) | Asap | |

| 3 | User delegation: Have a look at the plugin of the pilot version of the test instance of unity-idm. | Marcin (PL) | Asap | |

1 Agenda

1. Agenda
2. Approval minutes last meeting & action point status ([CE-2018-1310](#))
3. Centre assessments:
   a. CELR and BBAW certified
   b. update on new B-centre checklist: not done yet
   c. round 12 submission deadline: 30 November
4. Status update per country/member (please provide a short bullet-wise summary in the google doc -> please notice that we have merged the SCCTC and the NCF report section)
5. Any other business
   a. User delegation: short status update -> see minutes online meeting

2 Approval minutes and action points

The minutes of the f2f (Pisa) SCCTC meeting of 8 October 2018 are approved.
3 Centre assessments:

a. CELR and BBAW certified

CELR has been certified as B-centre and BBAW has been re-certified as B-centre. There will be a news item on the website and in the newsflash.

b. update on new B-centre checklist: not done yet

Because of the current workload, a first draft is not yet available.

c. round 12 submission deadline: 30 November

For this round the previous version for the B-centre assessment will be used. With the few small additions we agreed on in Pisa.

The additional question that will be added to the new version of the B-centre checklist is: “Are you currently sharing other resources that are password or token protected than those offered as part of this a B-centre application? If so please specify why all the resources are not shared via the B-centre.”

We have two candidates for the upcoming 12th round: PORTULAN and LINDAT. This question is not in the current checklist, however it will already be asked to these. Instead of making a change and adding this question to the current checklist we will ask the question in a separate email.

Concerning feedback on the CoreTrustSeal evaluation process: Some of the new centres already have CTS seals and documentation available. To get insight on how the evaluation goes you can contact one of these centres and look at the CTS documentation as listed at https://www.clarin.eu/content/certified-centres.

4 Status update per country/member

Austria

- CLARIAH-AT call finished, proposals being assessed. Many relevant to CLARIN
- Also second round of proposals review for goldigital Next Generation ongoing - 12 - 15 projects of up to two years to be funded
- DHA 2019 coming up 29.11. - 1.12. In Salzburg
- ÖNB Labs: https://labs.onb.ac.at - (Last week) Launch of a platform for working with the digitized holdings of the Austrian National Library. SPARQL endpoint for metadata (also as dump), facsimile available via IIIF, Jupyter/GitLab for coding (analysis, visualisation of the data)

Bulgaria

- First meeting of the National consortia and representative of the Ministry of Education and Science - 08-09.11.2018
Croatia

• Started negotiations with the major national infrastructural ICT institution about the repository platform for HR-CLARIN

Czech Republic

• Universal Dependencies 2.3 released as dataset, searchable in Treebank Search and in Kontext Corpus Search services.
• Updated part of LRT Inventory records with CLARIN ERIC; especially linking to new records now present in national repositories, substituting the old LRT Inventory records.
• Text Structure and Corpus Linguistics workshop – 2e Journée d’étude franco-tchèque

Denmark

• Participation in DEIC FAIR Conference https://vidensportal.deic.dk/en/Programme/FAIR_Toolbox_Nov2018 20 November, Presentation on FAIR Danish Parliamentary debates in CLARIN.DK.
• National DIGHUMLAB meeting Nov23, initial discussing about joining DARIAH and CLARIN in DK
• First funding money in collaboration with a research project on its way from Feb1.

Dutch Language Union

• OCR workshop in Leuven, Belgium
• Bad news for CLARIAH-DLU -- the consortium was asked by the financing body to remove all CLARIN-related parts of the proposal and drastically reduce the requested funding, despite positive reviews -- new infrastructure call in two years
• Federated treebank search accessing PaQu and GrETEL treebanks with one query works locally -- still needs to be released

Estonia

• Received CTS/DSA
• Writing blog posts for November’s Tour de CLARIN
• Small ongoing things: new format of corpus of parliamentary proceedings, adding UD treebank to KORP, fixing EstNLTK services in WebLicht, developing the Estonian FCS kraba etc

Finland

• Attended Infrastructure Workshop of “Rajapinta” (Research community focused on digital social sciences)
• Attended 2nd fin. ELRC workshop in Helsinki
• Attended workshop in Copenhagen about Training in Digital Humanities

France

• CLARIN presentation at a Workshop in Clermond-Ferrand - November 16: Journée d’étude CA2LI -LRL « Lier recherche et formation professionnelle : des corpus à l’interface » Clermont-Ferrand - 16-novembre-2018. (supported by CLARIN-EU)
• One center is considering to become a B Center

Germany

• Preparations for upcoming developer meeting in Leipzig (04.12.18) - topics such as Webservice Monitoring, Securing WebLicht Webservices, Assessments ...
• Most centres waiting for feedback of CTS
• Fixed monitoring probes (Tübingen OAI endpoint-related)
• Finalizing work on technical APs for CLARIAH proposal

Greece
• CLARIN-EL infrastructure activities: Expanding our clarin:el infrastructure in GRNET; at the same time, revising and upgrading most of the subsystems (repository subsystem, processing workflows, search functionalities etc.)
• Containerization of services, tools available on clarin:el

Hungary
• No report

Italy
• Continuing to find opportunities of research and study for the consortium members:
  o request of mobility grant CLARIN-IT CLARIN-DK for analysing and applying TEI annotation to ancient greek texts (Digital Classics);
  o preparing case studies for the participation of a representative of the ILC4CLARIN centre to the meeting of the Legal Issues in Vilnius (7 Dec. 2018)
• Preparing a plan of actions for early start of SSHOC.
• Installing and testing korp to eventually set up an FCS end point. ILC4CLARIN is moving towards a docker infrastructure, so korp will follow this strategy as well.

Latvia
• No report

Lithuania
• No report

The Netherlands
• Preparing for the start of CLARIAHplus 1-1-2019
  o One topic is a common container infrastructure (Kubernetes based) allowing to bring algorithms to the data, addressing possible issues with IPR and sensitive data

Norway
• No report

Poland
• CLARIN-PL themed presentation/workshop organised during the final event of Engaged Humanities Project (ENGHUM Project, Warsaw University: http://engagedhumanities.al.uw.edu.pl. Event Program:

Portugal
• Meeting at FCT funding agency in preparation of the participation of Portugal in the General Assembly
• Dissemination meetings at the sites of implementation partners: CEHUM/Braga, LIACC/Porto
• Application to Core Trust Seal prepared and submitted
• Bugfixes/modifications to comply with B-centre checklist (OAI-PMH, metadata PIDs and content negotiation)

**Slovenia**
- Submitted proposal for financing CLARIN.SI research equipment 2018-2021
- Engaged in discussion with Slovenian Ministry of Culture, which plans to launch a call for a large project to enhance Slovene language technologies

**Sweden**
- A SWE-CLARIN supported workshop in connection with the Swedish Language Technology Conference in Stockholm, on Automatic detection of language change (7th November; see https://spraakbanken.gu.se/swe/forskning/workshop-automatic-detection-language-change)
- SWE-CLARIN poster session at the workshop on Automatic detection of language change (see previous item)
- Preparing Metadata workshop December 3 together with SND at ISOF in Stockholm for the whole consortia

**United Kingdom**
- Collocations seminar from Lancaster University will be live-streamed on Twitter [@CorpusSocialSci](https://twitter.com/CorpusSocialSci)
- UK Research and Innovation progress report on research infrastructures to be published end of November
- Serge Sharoff (Leeds UNi) to participate in the GDPR workshop
- Martin Wynne to participate in Lexical Data Masterclass in Berlin in December

**3rd Parties**

**USA**
- No report

### 5  AOB

a. **User delegation: short status update** -> [see minutes online meeting](#)

Tomasz (PL): The connection is working, and we can upload and download data. Communication with WebLicht is working, we can start testing with data upload/download.

Dieter: Main connections is being made. There is still an issue to get the attributes from Unity Willem will look into this in the next couple of weeks.

**Next meeting:** Mid Jan 2018 via Zoom. Doodle will be sent shortly.